
T
he Shark RG is a gasoline-powered, direct-drive, 

cold water pressure washer designed for use 

around the home or in occasional-use applications. 

There are three models, powered by Honda engines, 

with cleaning power ranging from 2.3 GPM at 2600 

PSI to 3.6 GPM at 4000 PSI. All come with a 

chrome-plated wand, axial pump with limited 

one-year warranty and detergent injection. 

Each also has a gun and wand 

rack,  25 or 50  feet of 

high-pressure hose and 

pneumatic tires for easy 

maneuvering in all ter-

rain.

Series    

Cold Water Pressure Washer

Gas Powered | Direct Drive | Residential-Duty 

Heavy-duty, insulated 
trigger gun sports an 
ergonomically designed 
handle for hours of  
fatigue-free operation

High-quality, integrated 
unloader valve for opera-
tional safety

Easy-grip handle with convenient hose-
and-gun rack and front bumper for ease in 
loading pressure washer into a vehicle

25 or 50 ft. of high-pressure hose with 
safety hose guard for operator protection 
against bursts

Durable, high-pressure axial pump, with 
stainless steel pistons and forged brass 
manifold, backed by a limited one-year 
warranty.

Chrome plated steel wand for hours of 
fatigue-free pressure washing.

Conveniently mounted, 
color-coded, stainless 
steel nozzles for varying 
the fan spray and deter-
gent injection 

Safety thermal pump 
saver valve protects against hot-water 
damage by venting recirculated water

Inlet filter screens debris from entering and 
damaging pump

Performance certified to the PWMA  

standard.  Actual performance +/- 20%  

of advertised specifications.

Vibration-absorbing pneu-
matic tires with steel wheels for 
all-terrain maneuvering

Integrated downstream 
detergent injector with 
brass soap nozzle

Reliable Honda engines on all 
models with  2- or 3-year limited 
warranty features low-oil alert and 
silent-tone muffler+

Rugged precision-welded 
chassis is painted with an epoxy, 
powder-coat wrinkle paint for all-
weather protection
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+ Honda GC engines come with 2-year residential-
use limited warranty

 MODEL ORDER NO. MAX. GPM MAX. PSI PUMP NOZZLES ENGINE/CC         HP*    HOSE DIMENSIONS SHIP WT 

 RG-232637 1.107-077.0 2.3 2600 Axial 4 Honda GCV/160     5.5   25 ft 21”Lx23”Wx31”H 78 lbs.

 RG-253037 1.107-078.0 2.5 3000 Axial 5 Honda GC/190      6   25 ft 22”Lx23”Wx35”H 77 lbs.

 RG-364037 1.107-079.0 3.6 4000 Axial 5 Honda GX/389     13   50 ft 37”Lx24”Wx31”H 144 lbs.

*Engine CC’s and HP as specified by the engine manufacturer
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RENTAL TESTED.

������ BY PROFESSIONALS.

All Shark production 
plants are ISO 9001 
certified
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Certified to UL-1776 
Safety Standards



      Portable gas-powered washer for on-site cleaning

High performance cold water pressure washer for occasional-use cleaning

1.800.771.1881 

www.SharkPW.com

info@SharkPW.com

Fax: 877-526-3246

Note: We are constantly improving and updating our 

products. Consequently, pictures, features, and specifi-

cations in this brochure may differ slightly from current 

models. Flow rates and pressure ratings may vary due 

to variances allowed by manufacturers of our machine 

components. We attempt to keep our machine perfor-

mance within ±5% of listed specifications.
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The Shark RG is an economical direct-drive 
cold water pressure washer designed for use 
around the home or occasional use. Despite 
its light-duty appearance, the RG line comes 
with a whallop, including a 13 HP model that 
delivers cleaning of 3.6 GPM at 4000 PSI. All 
models come with Kärcher axial pump, with 
one-year warranty, and a rugged steel frame.

More than 80 hot- and cold-water models!

RG-232637 with 5.5 HP 
Honda GCV engine

RENTAL TESTED.

������ BY PROFESSIONALS.

CYCLONE SURFACE CLEANER
Attaches to a pressure washer to clean flat surfaces faster

The optional Shark Cyclone attaches to a hot or cold water pressure 

washer (up to 200°F) to clean flat surfaces as much as ten times 

faster than with a wand. Featuring a self-lubricating rotary union, 

the spray bar whirls at a rate of up to 2000 RPM. It’s lightweight 

with a polyethylene housing and has two pneumatic tires and a 

sealed swivel caster for easy maneuvering in tight places.

�HY SHARK  

Rental Tough

Originating over 20 years ago, 

Shark pressure washers were 

developed to withstand the most 

demanding environment - the rental industry - where dura-

bility and reliability are tested to the max.  Today, Shark’s 

dominating reputation for ruggedness and safety, as well 

as the strongest warranty offering in the cleaning industry, 

is recognized by a broad array of cleaning professionals 

and commercial contractors.

�ETERGENTS Fast-cleaning, commercial-grade

Custom formulated especially for pressure washers

Shark’s biodegradable detergents are highly concentrated to 

deliver an extra-fast and economical dimension to your cleaning 

effectiveness.  Engineered specifically for use with hot and cold 

water pressure washers, Shark detergents are available in a vari-

ety of formulas and sizes to suit your cleaning needs and budget. 

BENEFITS
Here are the Top 6 reasons  Shark 
is America’s #1 name in pressure 
washers  

Shark’s broad line of pressure 
washers and accessories allow 
customers to reap the benefits of a 
one-stop shop for pressure washer 
supplies, such as:

1. More 
than 40,000 
different 
replace-
ment parts 
and acces-
sories in 
stock or 
ready to 
order when 
you need 
them most;

2. A huge selection of more than 
80 hot- and cold-water pressure 
washers;

3. Competitive pricing on hoses, 
guns, wands, nozzles, repair kits, 
and pressure washer components;

 

4. Stainless steel 
coil wraps that 
now come  stan-
dard on nearly all of 
our hot-water pres-
sure washers;

5. A wide selection of detergents 
formulated specifically for pressure 
washers, including the new portion 
packs that come in self-dissolving 
bags for easy storing and mixing;

6. A handy and affordable Shark 
Parts Box that puts the most often  
needed pressure washer parts at 
your fingertips.


